Sentry™ Handle Sets
Stylish And Secure.

Sentry™ Handles
Combine A Custom Look With High Performance.
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Truth Hardware presents the new Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door System — smart, sophisticated and stylish hardware for hinged doors. This innovative system is packed with features that now gives you the ability to offer a complete line of Truth Hardware for windows, sliding doors, and now hinged patio doors.

Eye-catching. From traditional to contemporary, there are distinctly different handle designs to help customize your look. Available with painted finishes over zinc and decorative finishes over brass, including PVD.

Flexible. Sentry™ handle systems feature an industry standard 92 mm spacing between the handle and thumbturn. Truth also offers optional longer spindle and mounting screw kits for thicker doors.

Intuitive. A 90 degree thumbturn located above the handle provides instant confirmation of locked or unlocked status, and allows for easier access to the key cylinder.

Versatile & Attractive. Swinging handle sets are available for active, semi-active, and inactive applications. Truth’s 45.07 Series complements the 40.98 sliding door handle design to produce a family look across product lines.

Attention To Detail. With Truth’s entrance into the hinged door hardware market you can now offer matching finishes for all your window and patio door offerings.

5 Handle Designs

- Traditional 45.02
- Contemporary 45.03
- Transitional 45.01
- Modern 45.08

Handle Finishes

- Plated
  - PVD Nickel
  - PVD Brushed Chrome
  - PVD Chrome
  - PVD Brass
  - PVD Bronze
  - Antique Brass
- Painted
  - Faux Bronze
  - Black
  - Beige
  - White

Distinctive Styling Meets Intuitive Function.